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Studies
Daily life food in 18th Century Catalonia.
Mª de los Angeles PÉREZ SAMPER

Discourses and practices on the body and hygiene in Early Modern Age.
Mª Angeles ORTEGO MARTÍN

Wanting to look pretty when young; not wanting to look too ugly, when old.
Modern period dressing tables and washing-stands in Catalan homes.
Mónica PIERA MIQUEL

Everyday Wear: Dressed for work, for visiting, for prayer, or for festive walking.
Máximo GARCÍA FERNÁNDEZ

Nuptials and social mobility over the constitution of public-private space in the early modern Barcelone.
Mariela FARGAS PEÑARROCHA

Amusement in the Early Modern Age. Social need, individual pleasure and moral danger.
Isabel GASCÓN UCEDA

Twenty four hours in the life of a monastery of the XVIth and XVIIIth centuries.
Mª Leticia SÁNCHEZ HERNÁNDEZ

Everyday life in the Spanish War of Succession.
Pere MOLAS RIBALTA

Everyday life of the morisques.
Mª del Carmen ANSÓN CALVO